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y way of context, readers may recall frequent coverage
of Port Meadow training aerodrome over the decades,
much based on detailed research by the late aviation
historian and CCI stalwart Peter Wright, to whom this article
is dedicated. I met Peter in 2013 having been directed to his
1985 booklet on the RFC in Oxfordshire, by the RAF Museum.
He lived only a few miles from me, in Freeland, Oxfordshire. I
was researching Port Meadow for points of interest to develop
a local walk marking my daughter’s primary school’s 2013
centenary.
Up until then, as a local resident, I had no idea there was a
WWI aerodrome on Port Meadow, and that lives had been lost
there. Nothing remains there now, other than a small concrete
hut, known locally as ‘The Target’. Port Meadow is a 300acre uncultivated ‘green lung’ just north of Oxford, with the
railway to the East and the River Thames forming its Western
boundary. The village of Wolvercote lies immediately to the
North from the periphery of which, in 1916, the Council built
a 300m access track South onto the Meadow to serve the new
aerodrome. You can still see this faintly today. The meadow
has lots of history going back to the Bronze Age, but its aviation
story has been little known, the lack of remnants meaning
recollection had faded over time. It’s not even mentioned in
the description of the Ancient Monument scheduling from the
1990s.
Peter and I joined forces to expand upon his research and
my knowledge of this local history. I added to our collective
research, including the biographies of each of the 17 fatalities

The memorial stone at Port Meadow at its unveiling, with David
Bremner’s beautiful Bristol Scout C replica behind.
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associated with the aerodrome, between March 1917 and
November 1918. Peter updated his booklet in 2015 as a CCI
publication and published a CCI article. I was privileged to
be interviewed for one of the BBC Home Front audio history
features, covering the Port Meadow WWI story. With the bit
between my teeth, keen to resurrect local awareness of this
seemingly forgotten local history, in 2014 I mooted the idea
to Peter of commemorating those casualties with a memorial
near the site. It seemed an appropriate time with the WWI
centenary commemoration period by then underway. Peter’s
support was enthusiastic, and so we set forth to establish a
community project group. That resulted in over £11,000 raised
by late 2017.
The granite memorial was unveiled in glorious sunshine, by
the Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire, Tim Stevenson OBE, on
23 May 2018. That date was chosen as it was also the centenary
of the death of Captain George Thomson DSO MC (21
victories with 46 Squadron). He died after his Sopwith Camel
F1 serial D9545 crashed in flames nearby, shortly after takeoff. It is reported as likely that a faulty carburettor caused a fire
at 600ft. He was on a cross country flight while serving with
7 TDS, Feltwell, stopping to refuel and re-oil. He was only 20
years old and is buried locally, although his headstone has him
as 21.
A contingent from RAF Brize Norton and the Royal British
Legion were at the unveiling, with a crowd of nearly 200.
The header photograph was taken on 31 March 1918 by a machine of 35
TS. That below seems to either immediately pre-date or post date it, with
the westernmost Bessonneau hangar either under construction or being
dismantled.
:via author
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